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In "Ri¢¢¢!", Tadeo and his friend Tino teach the boys how to play a game called "Ri¢¢¢!". In "Sujido", Tadeo learns about
Siâ�¦ Storyline "Tadeo jones follando con sara" The following drama television series, "Tadeo jones follando con sara", has
been credited to Daniele Vicari, Tadeo Jones, Nubel Production, 101 Media and Northern Star Film. The season was produced
by Northern Star Film, 101 Media, and Les Productions Sydneyville for Granterina FilmsÂ .DALLAS, TX (KLTV) - A Dallas
County Sheriff's Office deputy has been suspended with pay after video showed the deputy slamming an arrested woman to
the ground. The officer was placed on administrative leave Wednesday after the arrest of Natasha Bishop, a mother of six,
according to Sheriff James Toney. The video, taken from a traffic camera in east Dallas, shows Bishop near a Burger King on
Reunion Drive as the driver of the SUV bumps into her car. The driver gets out and Bishop says something to him before the
officer gets out of the vehicle. The officer appears to place his hand on Bishop's chest before she and the driver start arguing.
The woman takes a cellphone out of the SUV and starts recording the officer. The officer appears to grab the phone and slam
it to the ground. "This is the fourth time I've been over here," Bishop tells the driver. According to KDFW, Bishop told her
friend she was being harassed by the officer because she was doing her job as a reporter. The officer then grabbed her by her
arm. The video shows Bishop take her left hand and slap the officer. The officer then pulls his gun out and places it on
Bishop's stomach. The officer is holding the woman's phone as he drags her out of the road. The video is not clear enough to
see whether the officer put her in handcuffs before she was put into the cruiser, according to KDFW. Bishop has been charged
with resisting arrest. The Dallas County Sheriff's Office said it is aware of the video and it will be investigated. The officer has
been placed on administrative leave and will have the option of reinstatement. Bishop and her mother had sought a $75
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